Noted.

"Reasons Why?"

A high school professor asked one of his students, "Why do you love your girlfriend?" The boy answered, "Do you really need a reason? I mean, there's no reason for love. You love her because you love her. That's it."

The professor smirked and said, "Then that is not love at all! You should know, the reason why you love a girl. It is impossible that there's no reason at all. It's more likely that since there are so many possible reasons, you cannot decide on which one." He turned to the whole class: "Remember this, everybody. Everyone has a reason for everything and everything happens for a reason."

Why did you decide to study in OLGC? Is it because your parents wanted you to; or maybe the school is near your home? Why did you take up nursing? Is it because you want to be a nurse or could it be you want to follow the footsteps of your nurse-relative? Why do you have so much money? Maybe because you come from a rich family or you have a very decent job.

Why did you fail your last exam? Could it be you didn't review or you didn't read the instructions well? Why did you make peace with your enemy? Could it be that you guys talked it over and finally understood that "twas just mainly a misunderstanding? Everyone has a reason for everything that they do. It does not only refer to simple things like studying or loving someone. It goes for everything, even serious matters. I mean, why do you think disasters occur often nowadays? Why do you think Japan experienced tragedies? Why do you think corruption is very rampant? Do you think these happened for nothing? Of course not!

The reasons may or may not please us. It gives us answers to our queries; it even gives us things that we need to learn. We just have to open our minds and accept these reasons as reality. We have to understand that every single thing in this world happens and is happening for a reason.
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OLGC celebrates Acquaintance Party

By Christine J. W. Volandes, RN Level-Block 1

September 6, 2011, Science Hall, Room 201

The OLGC community had their annual Acquaintance Party at The School of Nursing, All Saints University. The event was organized by the Student Council.

The theme of the event was “Dance,” and the decorations were in line with the theme. The dance floor was packed with participants, some dancing, some just enjoying each other's company. The music was provided by a DJ who kept the crowd entertained.

At the end of the event, everyone had a good time and enjoyed each other's company. It was a great way to bring the OLGC community together and strengthen bonds.


codeBLUE

Maliwit, Beley hailed Mr. & Ms. OLGC 2011

By Princesca Evi M. Baniquet, RN Level-Block 2

The People’s Choice Award, Miss Rosendo Beley (from the Level-B block) and Miss Madily Beley (from the Level-B block) were presented to Mr. & Ms. OLGC at last year’s OLGC event held at Tongn物件 Park on January 17, 2011. The winners were: Miss Rosendo Beley, Level-B block; and Miss Madily Beley, Level-B block.

The contest was organized by the Student Council and the judges were: Mr. Alfonso Angulo, Mr. Laurence Francisco, Mr. Alfonso Francisco, Mr. Alfonso Francisco, Mr. Alfonso Francisco, and Mr. Alfonso Francisco.
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**Literary Leadership: Its Essence and Nature**

By Virgilio V. Alladura
BSE Level IV Block 1

"To do great things is a difficult but not a great deal more difficult," Friedrich Nietzsche wrote.

Being a leader is not easy. It is a serious matter. You need great courage (risk and tolerance), knowledge, capability, guts and patience. You will lose some of them, sometimes, but it won't happen very often. Besides, as a leader, you need to be responsible enough to care for your constituents and not to let them down when you don't have all the answers.

Leaders must always be equipped with leadership strategies all the time. You will never lose, you will learn what to do next. You must be responsible enough to care for your constituents and not to let them down when you don't have all the answers.

Leaders are not heroes. A leader is always on the alert. If you don't give them what they need, they won't be happy. Besides, you must be responsible enough to care for your constituents and not to let them down when you don't have all the answers.

Leaders must be always equipped with leadership strategies all the time. You will never lose, you will learn what to do next. You must be responsible enough to care for your constituents and not to let them down when you don't have all the answers.
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Leaders must be always equipped with leadership strategies all the time. You will never lose, you will learn what to do next. You must be responsible enough to care for your constituents and not to let them down when you don't have all the answers.
Our Lady of Fatima College presented the College of Nursing graduates. The College of Nursing graduates were honored guests in the annual College of Nursing graduation ceremonies.

Last week's top stories included economic and political news, local events, and community developments. The College of Nursing graduates were celebrated in a special ceremony, and the college received recognition for its contributions to healthcare education.

In sports news, the local football team won a crucial match, while the basketball team secured a playoff berth. The local marathon was a success, with participants from around the region. The local library hosted a book fair, and community groups organized clean-up events.

The local newspaper also featured a column on the importance of mental health, with tips on managing stress and anxiety. A local artist showcased their work in a gallery exhibit, and a local restaurant introduced a new menu item.
Intrams, sa wakas!

By: Chris Anne V. Valencia

Juniors, nanguna sa Intrams '11
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Depremussion

On the other side of the room, I sat quietly, listening to the sound of my own breathing. The world around me was a blur of colors and shapes, and I found myself lost in thought. I tried to focus on the task at hand, but my mind kept wandering. I thought about my life, my goals, and my dreams. I wondered if I was making the right choices, if I was on the right path. I felt a sense of uncertainty and anxiety, and I didn't know how to navigate it. I knew I needed to take a step back and look at my life from a different perspective. I needed to find a way to calm my mind and clear my thoughts. I knew that I needed to find a way to move forward, to keep going, to achieve my goals. I was determined to do it, no matter what. I was going to make things happen, no matter how hard it was. I was going to live my life to the fullest, and I was going to do it with passion and determination. I was going to be strong, and I was going to be successful. I was going to be happy.
 usando google translate


Nakalulungkot lang isipin na mas gugustuhan pa ng ilan sa atin na gamitin ang ibang wika kay sa wikang Filipino. Tulad na lang sa Facebook, makkita mo ang mga status na gamit ang wikang Ingles, French, Italian, atbp. (Bata-bato sa langit, ang tama'y huwag magagaliit.) Hindi ko naman sinasabi na bawal gamitin ang ibang mga wika, pero sana lang, bago ang labah, lubusan mo muna sanang naisapuso ang wikang iyong-iyo.

Ang buwan ng Agosto naman ay ang Buwan ng Wika. Sa taong ito, ang naging tema ay: "Ang Filipino ay Wikang Panlahat, llaw at (ipagpatutuloy sa pahina 14)"